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New boundary onditions for the  = �2 ghost systemThomas Creutzig, Thomas Quella, Volker ShomerusDESY Theory Group, DESY Hamburg, Notkestrasse 85, D-22603 Hamburg, GermanyKdV Inst. for Mathematis, Univ. of Amsterdam,Plantage Muidergraht 24, 1018 TV Amsterdam, The NetherlandsCenter for Mathematial Physis, Bundesstrasse 55, D-20146 Hamburg, Germany andKing's College London, Department of Mathematis, Strand, London WC2R 2LS, United Kingdom(Dated: Deember 2006)We investigate a novel boundary ondition for the b system with entral harge  = �2. Itsboundary state is onstruted and tested in detail. It appears to give rise to the �rst example of aloal logarithmi boundary setor within a bulk theory whose Virasoro zero modes are diagonalizable.PACS numbers: 11.25. HF; 11.25.-w; 11.25. Sq.
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1. INTRODUCTIONThe b system with Virasoro entral harge  = �2,and the losely related sympleti fermion model, havebeen studied extensively in the past, both in the bulkand on the boundary (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4℄ and refer-enes therein). Most of the past work was driven byformal questions in the ontext of logarithmi onfor-mal �eld theory. Reently, it was pointed out [5, 6, 7℄that the b system at  = �2 also plays a ruial rolefor the solution of WZNW models on supergroups. Infat, it enters through a Ka-Wakimoto type representa-tion of suh theories. The latter redues the solution ofthe WZNW model on superspaes to that on the orre-sponding bosoni base. In order to extend suh a freefermion representation to the boundary setor, we haveto impose boundary onditions on the b system. Sur-prisingly, it turns out that the relevant Neumann-typeboundary theory has not been disussed in the existingliterature. We shall �ll this gap below.As the name indiates, the b system involves two setsof hiral bulk �elds ; � and b;�b of onformal dimensionh = 0 and hb = 1, respetively. In the onventionalsetup, we would glue  to � and b to �b along the bound-ary [8℄. But for  = �2 there exists another possibility:namely, to glue b to a derivative of � and vie versa. Morepreisely, we an demand thatb(z) = ����(�z) ; �b(�z) = ���(z) for z = �z : (1)These relations guarantee trivial gluing onditions for theenergy momentum tensor T = �b�. It is not diÆult tohek that the ation of the b system is invariant undervariations respeting (1) provided we add an appropriateboundary term,S = 12� Z d2z �b ��+�b ���� i�4� Z du  �u� : (2)Our aim here is to solve the theory that is de�ned bythe ation (2) and the boundary ondition (1). We shallset � = 1 throughout our disussion. Formulas for thegeneral ase are easily obtained from the ones we displaybelow.

2. SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY THEORYIn order to onstrut the state spae and the �eldsexpliitly, we introdue an algebra that is generated bythe modes n; bn and two additional zero modes �b0; �0subjet to the onditionsfn; bmg = n Æn;�m ; (3)f�0; b0g = 1 ; f�b0; 0g = 1 : (4)All other anti-ommutators in the theory are assumedto vanish. The state spae of our boundary theory isgenerated from a ground state with the propertiesnj0i = bnj0i = 0 for n � 0 (5)by appliation of `raising operators', inluding the zeromodes �b0 and �0. On this spae we an introdue theloal �elds ; �; b;�b through the presriptionb(z) = Xn2Z bnz�n�1 (6)(z) = Xn6=0 nn z�n + 0 ln z + �0 (7)�b(�z) = Xn6=0 n�z�n�1 � 0�z�1 (8)�(�z) = �Xn6=0 bnn �z�n + b0 ln �z � �b0 (9)It is not diÆult to hek with the help of eqs. (3) thatthese �elds satisfy the orret loal anti-ommutation re-lations�b(z); (w)	 = Æ(z � w) ; ��b(�z); �( �w)	 = Æ(�z � �w)in the interior of the upper half plane. Needless to stressthat they also ful�ll our boundary onditions (1) with� = 1.For later use let us also spell out the onstrution ofthe Virasoro generators in terms of fermioni modes,Ln = Xm 6=0 : bn�mm : �bn0 :
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2It is important to stress that { due to the term 0b0 { theelement L0 satis�es L0�0�b0j0i = j0i. Sine L0 vanishes onall other ground states, it is non-diagonalizable. In otherwords, our boundary theory is an example of a logarith-mi onformal �eld theory. The logarithms in this model,however, are restrited to the boundary setor sine theHamiltonian of the bulk theory is diagonalizable (see be-low).Computations of orrelation funtions in our bound-ary theory, require to introdue a dual vauum with thepropertiesh0jn = h0jbn = 0 for n � 0 (10)h0j�0�b0j0i = 1 : (11)For the =-2 ghost system the ground states j0i andh0j whih are annihilated by the zero modes b0 and 0are at the same time SL(2; C) invariant vaua. Consis-teny with the ommutation relations requires h0j0i =h0jfb0; �0gj0i = 0. Therefore, the simplest non-vanishingquantity is h0j�0�b0j0i for our boundary theory (see also[3℄ for a more detailed disussion).Finally, we would like to display the boundary statejNi for our new boundary ondition. Before we provideexpliit formulas let us briey reall that the bulk �eldsare obtained as(z) = �0 +Xn6=0 nn z�n ; b(z) = Xn2Z bn z�n�1and similarly for their anti-holomorphi ounterparts.Note that there are no modes 0; �0 and �b0; ��b0 in thebulk of our b ghost system. This feature distinguishesthe  = �2 ghosts from the losely related sympletifermions. Aording to the standard rules, the boundarystate for our boundary theory must satisfy the followingIshibashi onditions [9℄(bn � ��n)jNi = 0 ; (n +�b�n)jNi = 0 (12)for n 6= 0 and b0jNi = �b0jNi = 0. As one may easilyhek, the unique solution to these onditions is given byjNip2� = exp � 1Xm=1 1m (�m��m + b�m�b�m)! j0i(13)where j0i is a state in the bulk theory that satis�es ondi-tions of the form (5) for both hiral and anti-hiral modes.There also exists a dual boundary state hN j, satisfyingthe onditionshN j(bn + ��n) = 0 ; hN j(n � �b�n) = 0 (14)for n 6= 0 and hN jb0 = hN j�b0 = 0. These linear relationsare related to eqs. (12) by onjugation using that �n =��n for n 6= 0 and b�n = b�n et. The dual boundarystate is given by the following expliit formulahN jp2� = h0j exp 1Xm=1 1m (m�m + bm�bm)! (15)

involving a dual losed string ground state h0j that obeysonditions of the form (10) for modes of hiral and anti-hiral �elds and that is normalized by h0j�0 ��0j0i = 1(see omments after eq. 11).3. CARDY CONSISTENCY CONDITIONSHaving onstruted our new boundary theory, and inpartiular its boundary state, we would now like to per-form two Cardy-like onsisteny tests. To begin with,let us verify that jNi satis�es world-sheet duality. Westress that in this note we onsider a theory in whihbulk and boundary theory onsist of Ramond setorsonly, a hoie that we shall omment in more detailbelow. In suh a model, world-sheet duality relatesquantities that are periodi in both world-sheet spaeand time. The simplest suh quantity in our bound-ary theory would be tr[qL0+1=12(�1)F ℄ whih vanishessine bosoni and fermioni states ome in pairs on eahlevel of the state spae. The same is ertainly truefor hN j~qL0+1=12(�1)F jNi, in agreement with world-sheetduality. In order to probe �ner details of the theory, weneed to onsider quantities with additional insertions of�elds or zero modes. Here, we shall establish the relationtr�qHo(�1)F (z)�(�z)� == hN j~q 12H(�1) 12F (�)�(��)jNi (16)where Ho = L0 + 1=12; q = exp(2�i�); � = exp(� 1� ln z)and F  = F+ �F , as usual. The losed string Hamiltonianis given byH = Xm2Zh: b�mm : + : �b�m�m :i+ 1=6 :Validity of eq. (16) is required by the de�nition of bound-ary states (see e.g. [10℄). Starting with the left hand side,it is rather easy to see thattr�qL0+1=12(�1)F (z)�(�z)� = �tr�qL0+1=12(�1)F �0�b0�= 2�i��(q)2 = �2��(~q)2 : (17)In the omputation we split o� the term 0b0 from Hoand use it to saturate the fermioni zero modes. Therest is then straightforward. We an reprodue the sameresult if we insert our expliit formulas for the boundarystates jNi and hN j into the right hand side of eq. (16).It is possible to perform another similar test of ourboundary theory using the usual trivial boundary on-ditions of the ghost system. In this ase, the �eld (z)is identi�ed with its own anti-holomorphi partner �(�z)along the boundary and likewise for the pair b and �b. Letus reall that the boundary state jidi and its dual hidj



3take the form [8℄jidi = exp 1Xm=1 1m��m�b�m + ��mb�m�!(�0 � ��0)j0ihidj = ih0j(�0 � ��0) exp 1Xm=1 1m��bmm + bm�m�! (18)where we use the same notations as before. For the ex-hange of losed string modes between jNi and hidj theabove formulas implyhidj ~q 12H (�1) 12F  (�) jNi = hidj ~q 12H (�1) 12F  �0 jNi= p2� ~q 112 1Yn=1�1 + ~q2n� = s��2(2~� )�(2~�) : (19)One more we had to insert the �eld (z) in order toget a non-vanishing result. For omparison with a world-sheet dual, we need to quantize the ghost system on theupper half plane with trivial boundary onditions on thepositive real axis and our non-trivial ones on the otherhalf. A moment of reetion reveals that the followingombinations�+(z) = 1p2�b(z) + i�(z)� ;��(z) = 1p2�ib(z) + �(z)�diagonalize the monodromy, i.e. they obey the follow-ing simple periodiity relations ��(e2�iz) = �i��(z).Hene, they take the following form [1℄��(z) = Xr2Z� 14 ��r z�r�1 :The modes ��r satisfy the same anonial ommutationrelations, f�+r ; ��s g = rÆr;�s, as before. Formulas for theVirasoro generators an easily be worked out. For us, itsuÆes to display the zero mode ~L0,~L0 = � Xr2Z�14 : �+r ���r : � 332 : (20)The onstant shift by 3=32 is needed in order to obtainstandard Virasoro relations with the other generators(see also [11℄ for a losely related analysis of twisted se-tors in the bulk theory). The state spae of our boundarytheory ontains two ground states j
�i whih are relatedto eah other by the ation of a zero mode �. On thisspae we an introdue the �eld  through(z) = p��+ ip2 Xr2Z� 14 �+rr z�r� 1p2 Xr2Z+ 14 ��rr z�r :

From the onstrution of the state spae and our formulafor ~Ho = ~L0 + 1=12 we infer the following expression forthe mixed open string amplitude,tr�q ~Ho(�1)F (z)� == p� q� 196 1Yn=0�1� q 12 (n+1=2)� = s��4(�=2)�(�=2) ;whih reprodues exatly the previous result (19) uponmodular transformation and onludes our investigationof the new boundary theory. Let us remark that thesame partition funtion was found reently in [12℄ withthe help of boundary loop models.4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKThe hoie of our new gluing ondition for the b sys-tem was motivated by the interest in branes on super-groups. As we shall disuss in a forthoming paper, max-imally symmetri branes in a WZW model on a super-group turn out to satisfy Neumann-type boundary on-ditions in the fermioni oordinates. This implies thatall fermioni zero modes must at non-trivially on thespae of open string states. In our toy model, the roleof the fermioni oordinates is played by  and �. Hene,we needed to �nd boundary onditions with a four-folddegeneray of ground states. For the standard boundaryonditions of the b system,  = � along the boundaryand hene only one fermioni zero mode survives, giv-ing rise to a 2-dimensional spae of ground states. Inthis sense, the usual boundary onditions of the b sys-tems are loalized in one of the fermioni diretions. Ourboundary onditions ome with two non-vanishing zeromodes �b0 and �0 (and their dual momenta 0 and b0).This property makes them a good model for maximallysymmetri branes on supergroups.There exist various extensions of our theory that wewant to briey omment about. In our analysis we fo-used on the RR setor of the b ghost system in the bulk.It is ertainly straightforward to inlude a NSNS setorin ase this is required by the appliation. Furthermore,we an also replae the bulk theory by its logarithmiousin, the sympleti fermion model. Sine the formu-las and results are very similar, we refrain from givingmore details. Boundary theories for sympleti fermiontheories have been studied extensively in the past (seee.g. [4, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄). We would like tostress, however, that our boundary ondition seems tobe new, also in the ontext of sympleti fermions.Let us be a bit more spei� and relate our onstru-tions to the results in [4℄. A omparison of the gluingonditions shows that our state jidi is a lose relative ofthe (N;�) boundary ondition of [4℄. In fat, all bound-ary theories onsidered in [4℄ glue � to ��� and b to �b, withdi�erent hoies of signs. None of these models displays



4any enhanement of zero-modes in the boundary spe-trum. In this sense, we would prefer to onsider them allas being of the same type (mixed Dirihlet-Neumann inthe ontext of the b system). Using the notations of [4℄,our new boundary theories arise when we glue �+ to ���and vie versa. Suh a hoie gives rise to a non-trivialgluing automorphism on the so-alled triplet algebra andtherefore it was exluded from the analysis in [4℄.In the ase of the b ghost system, the boundary statejNi has a rather novel feature: it desribes a logarithmiboundary theory in a non-logarithmi bulk. Put di�er-ently, the b ghost system possesses a diagonalizable bulkHamiltonian H. Nevertheless, the Hamiltonian Ho ofour new boundary theory is non-diagonalizable. Hene,logarithmi singularities an appear, but only when twoboundary �elds approah eah other. To the best of ourknowledge, suh a behavior has never been enounteredbefore. It shows that onformal �eld theories may belogarithmi even if none of its orrelators on the sphereontain logarithms.
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